
Festive Holidays in Barcelona
  It is a fantastic time to stay the city; spending any opportunity in Barcelona is likely to be a last experience, and one that will bring you back to

Barcelona to do it all again. Barcelona apartments for rent. There are certainly a large number of rooms available throughout Barcelona to be rented

for short periods of time. A flat would pay the traveler the comforts and conveniences of home while in Barcelona to ingest the celebrations and

reveling.

 

Barcelona Festivals 

The Carnivals begin in late February, possibly more exciting than the time being reinstated after the demise of the dictatorship which forbade them. 

The celebrations continue nightly through March 3, if they celebrate Saint Medir with a cavalcade and singing choirs.

 

In March, Holy Week begins with a palm fair for Palm Sunday. The festivities of the week are religious and solemn in nature, until Easter Sunday

celebrations begin anew. The festivities carry on through Easter Monday, which really is a pagan holiday.

 

The celebrations in honor of Sant Jordi take invest April, in conjunction with the rose and book festivals. Pagan meets religion in these beautiful and

sometimes raucous celebrations.

 

June begins with SONAR, a four-day party with dancing and music every night. This is an annual exhibition and the Corpus Christi celebrations. You

can find parades and processions, such as the procession of the "giants" and the "ou com Balla," or the dancing egg, These take place at the fountain

of the cloister Cathedral. The conclusion of June is marked with the Eve of Saint Joan, with private parties, bonfires in the streets, and fireworks.

 

The Festival of El Grec begins with a series of theatrical performances, dancing, concerts, and events. There are multiple events happening at any

given time, as well as sports and trade shows. In August, the folks of Barcelona celebrate the Feast of the Assumption with festivities and parties.

 

September brings the Festivity of La Merce, the patron saint of Barcelona, &#8203;&#8203;which really is a time packed with dancing and parades. 

There are sport tournaments, including sailing regattas, judo tournaments, walking races, and swimming competitions. Religions ceremonies and

pagan rituals coincide during this time period harmoniously.

 

Santa Lucia begins in December and lasts through Christmas. In 2010 is marked by the annual crib fair which begins in your community of the

cathedral. Festivities combines with Christmas traditions to produce an appealing marriage of pagan celebrations and religious anticipation. Christmas,

itself, is celebrated in private homes.

 

New Years is really a huge celebration, in the bars and restaurants, and on the streets. Folks are clothed and there is a carnival atmosphere. Whilst

the clocks strike twelve, the people of Barcelona eat twelve times with each of the chimes.

 

Planning a Vacation across the Festivities 

Any of these festivals and celebrations may be worth a visit. Make sure you check the calendar for the entire year. Check into Barcelona apartments

for rent in the heart of the world, or just relax and enjoy the night. Plan ahead whenever choosing the apartment if you imagine you may wish to

entertain in your lodgings through the holiday.

 

Make sure to make note of any days during the holiday season once the stores and restaurants will undoubtedly be closed. You may wish to plan for

these days. Sightseeing can be fun even when establishments are not open, but you'll desire to plan meals in your apartment for anyone days.

 

Choosing Your Lodging 

Where you remain is key during celebration months. A flat in one's heart of the festivities is convenient and can help you get the absolute most from

your vacation. However, travelers must know that the carnival away from window could continue all day, or even all night. For some, that is ideal.

Others may want to find a flat that's more remote, so that they can escape to a calmer environment when they are tired and desire to rest. 

About the Author
 This decision can be made with your child, or just for your urban getaway . What you can choose from, you can find apartments in the city of

Barcelona.
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